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Abstract

The Assessment of Basic Learning Abilities (ABLA) test is an assessment that assesses 6

basic discriminations. Two of tire 6 discrirninations (referred to as Leveis) were investigated i¡
this study' ABLA Level 4 is a quasi-identity match-to-sarnpie discrimination, and ABLA Level 6

is an auditoly-visual discrirnination. Study I investigated the effective¡ess of two rnethods to

teach visuai-visual identity discriminations to two children with autisn. Study 2 investigated a

method to teach a visual quasi-identity match-to-sample task to one child witir autism, and study

3 investigated a method to teach auditory-visual discriminations to two children with autisrn.

once childten tnastered the training tasks they were then tested to see if their skills gener alizeð,

to ABLA Level 4 (for Study 1 and Study 2) and.ABLA Level 6 (for Study 3). Results of Study 1

indicated tirat one child was abie to leam the rnatching task in 125 trials, and the other cirild was

not able to leam the matching task. Generalization to ABLA Level 4 did not occur. In Study 2,

the child leamed the quasi-identity matching task and generalization to ABLA Level 4 did occur.

In Study 3, both children leamed at least one auditory-visual discrimination task, and

generalization to ABLA Level 6 occuned for one child.
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A Comparison of Methods to Teach Visual-Visual Discriminations and Auditorv-Visual

Discriminations to Cirildren with Autism

An intensive early intervention program based on applied beiraviour-analysis (ABA) is

recognized by the Surgeon General of the United States as the treatment of choice fol-children

with autism (Depar1rnerrt of Health , 19gg). Such a program typicaliy consists of approxirnately

35 houls of ABA intervention pet week fol aperiod of at least two years. The focus is on

teaching the children a variety of skills including language, piay, and social skills. Research has

found that approximately 40o/o of chlldren receiving ABA will be indistinguishable from their

peers once they enter the school system (Conner, 1998; Rogers, 1998; Schr-eibman,1997).The

children who do not become indistinguishable fi'om their peers may experience limited treatme't

gains, palticulariy in the area of language, and may also have a diag¡osis of mentai retardation

(MR). hnproved assessment tools are required when selecting a training curricula for-these latter

children (Howlin, 1998; Schreibman, 2000). The Assessment of Basic Leaming Abilities

(ABLA) test (Martin, Yu, & Vause 2004) is an assessment tool that has been extremely

beneficial and useful when seiecting training tasks for individuals with MR. Can the ABLA test

aid in the development of the curricula in an intensive ABA training progïarn for children with

autism? This research is one of sevelal experiments needed to answer that question.

ABA Treatntent for Children with Autisnt

Lovaas and his colleagues were a1rol1g several researchels who began investigating the

effectiveness of ABA witli cliildren with autism approximately 30 to 40 years ago (Lovaas,

1966;Manin,1975; Maftin, England, Kaprowy, Kilgour, & pilek, 196g; Marlin & pear, 1970;

Wolf, Risiey, & Mees, 1964), and research in this area continues today. Approxirnately 20 years

ago Lovaas and his colleagues demonstrated that ABA was an effective tleatment of choice for
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youug children with autism (Lovaas, 1981, i987; McEachin, Smith & Lovaas, 1993). Mor.e

specificaliy, after two to three years of iutensive training, approxirnately half of the children were

able to enter regulal classrooms with no assistance. Further, all of the children were able to

acquire and maintain various skills. As a result of resear'ch done in this area goverìment agencies

in most provinces of Canada have plovided funding for ABA progïams for children with autism.

Despite concerns regalding tlre exper'imental design of the Lovaas study (Foxx, 1993; Gresharn

& MacMillan,7997 Kazdin,1993) parliai replications (Birnbrauer & Leitch,1993;Eikeseth,

Smitlr, .Iahr, & Eldevik, 2002; Fenske, Zaienski, Krantz,& McClanlahan, 19g5; Harris &

Handleman, 2000; Weiss, 1999) and studies demonstrating the effectiveness of ABA principles

applied to target behaviours (Connor, 1998; Ghezzi, Williarns, & Carr, 1999; Rogers, 199g),

have proven that inteusive behavioural intervention is the treatment of choice for children with

autism' However, there are children who progress more slowly than other-s. preliminary evidence

on the ABLA test suggests that it may be a useful assessment and training tool fbr-these children.

Assessntent of Basic Learning Abilities (ABLA) test

The ABLA test, developed by Ken, Meyerson, and Flora (1977) is an assessment that

exarnines the ease or difficulty with which an individual can leam six different types of

discriminations, refened to as levels. DeWiele and Martin (1996) provided evidence that each

ievel was a pt'erequisite for teaching many vocationai, academic, and daily tasks to individuais

with developmental disabilities (see Table 1 for a summary of each ABLA ievel).

Prior to the commettcentent of the assessment of a level the individual is given a

denronstration of the con'ect response, a guided trial, and an opportunity to respo¡d

independently. The assessment of tirat level begins when the individual is abie to respond

correctly independently. Conect responses ar e reinforced and inconect ïesponses are followed
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Table 1

A DescripÍion of the ABLA Levels' and tlte Types of Disuintinations Reqtrired

of Discriminations

ABLA Level l, Imìtation
A tester puts an object into a container and asks the clie't
to do likewise

ABLA Leyel 2, Posilion DìscriminaÍion
When a red box and a yellow can are presented in a fixed
position, a client is required to consistently place a piece
of green foarn in the container on the left when the tester
says, "Put it in."

ABLA Level 3, Visual Discrintination
When a red box and a yellow can are randomly presented
in left-riglrt positions, a client is required to consistently
place a piece of green foam in the yeilow can when the
tester says, "Put it in".

ABLA Level 4, Match-to-Sample Disuimination
A client demonstrates level 4 if, wiren allowed to view a
yellow can and a red box in randomly altemating left-r.ight
positions, and is presented randomly with a yellow
cylinder and a red cube, helshe consistently places a
yeliow cylinder in the yellow can and red cube in the red
box.

ABLA Level 5, Auditory Discrintination
When presented with a yellow can and a red box (in fixed
positions), a client is required to consistently place a piece
of foam in the appropriate container when the tester
randomly says, "red box" (in a high pitched rapid fashion)
or "yellow can" in a low pitched drawn-out fashion).

ABLA Level 6, Auditory-visual Discrintination
The same as Levei 5, except that the right-left position of
the containers is landomlv alternated

A simple imitation

A simultaneous visual discrimination
witir position, colour, sirape, and size as
relevant cues

A simultaneous visual discrimination
with colour, shape, and size as lelevant
cues

A conditional visual-visual identity
discrimination with colour, shape, and
size as relevant cues

A conditional auditory-visual quasi-
identity discrimination, with pitch,
pronunciation, and duration as relevanl
auditory cues, and position, colour,
shape, and size as relevant visual cues

A conditional auditory-visual quasi-
identity discrimination, with the sarne
auditorl, cues as Level 5, and with only
colour, shape, and size as relevant cues

Note. Frotn "Overview of Research on
G. L., & Yu, D. C. T, 2000,Journal on
pennission.

the Assessment of Basic Learning Abilities Test," by Martin,
Deveìopmental Disabilities, 7, I4-I5. Reprinted with
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by an elrol'correction procedure consisting of a demonstration, a guided triai, and an opportunity

for an independent response. An individual is said to have passed a level if eight consecutive

con'ect responses are made (exciuding correct responses as part of an enor corection procedure).

An individual is said to have failed a level if eigirt cumulative effors are made, including errors

made during the independent response portion of the error conection procedure.

Past Resecrch on the ABLA Tesr with Persons with Developmental Disabilities

Research has demonstrated that the ABLA levels are hierarchically ordered by ievel of

difficulty with persons with developmental disabilities (Ken. et al., 1977;Mafün, Yu, euinn, &

Paterson, 1983), lrearing-impaired persons with multiple handicaps (Wacker, 1981), and

typically- developing children (Casey & Ken, 1977).In addition, research has shown that: (a) it

is difficult to teach failed ABLA levels using standard prompting and reinforcement (Conyers,

Martin, Yu, & vause, 2000; Meyerson, 1977; Stubbings & Maftin, 1995, l99g; wacker, Kerr, &

Canoll, 1983; Wackel, Steil, & Greenbaurn, 1983;Witt & Wacker, 1981;Yu & Maúin, 1986);

(b) performance on tlie ABLA is a good predicter of whether a client will pass or fail similar

tasks in lris/her daily environment (Stubbings & Martin, 1995,1998; Tharinger, Schallerl, &

Ken, 1 977 ; w acl<er, I(en et al.; wacker', steil et al.); and (c) the ABLA test is a useful

assessment for selecting the types of tasks (and theil level of difficulty) that the individual can

accomplislr in his/her daily lives (Marlin et al.2004).

Research has found (e.g., I(err et al., 1977) fhat the auditory-visual discrimination levels

of tlre ABLA test (Levels 5 and 6) are conelated witli IQ. For instanc e 73o/o of individuais with

moderate MR are able to leam Levels 5 and 6, whereby only 35o/o with severe MR, and no

persolls with profound MR ale abie to leam Leveis 5 and 6 (I(en et al; Martin & Yu, 2000;

Riclrards, Williams, & Follette, 2002; Stubbings & Marlin, 1995, 1998; Yu, Martin & Williams,
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1989). Thus, given these findings the ABLA test can be useful for: (a) teachers and fi'ont li¡e

staff when tirey select tasks for individuals with MR; and (b) researchers who will be able to

detenline their client's ability prior to theil parlicipation in various research projects.

Teaclúng Failed ABLA Levels to Inclividuals vt¡ith Developntentctl Disahilities

Yu and Martin (1986) assessed wirich of two methods was lnost effective in teaching a

visual discrimination (ABLA Level 3) to 5 individuais with developmental disabilities. In the

Control Training Procedure there were three components: (a) extra-stimulus prompt fading (a

pointing prompt); (b) an indirect response-to-reinfolcer relationsirip (following a corect

response the leinforcer was delivered by the experimenter'); and (c) an effor cotrection procedure

which consisted of a demonshation, a guided trial and an independent response. In the

Experintetttal Tt'aining Proceclure, there were also three components: (a) within-stimulus prompt

fading (changing the height of the S-); (b) a discovery-reinforcer contingency following correct

responses; and (c) response preclusion following errors (blocking errors followed by a

demonstration, a guided trial, and an independent response). Only 2 individuals leamed the

training task with the control procedure, and 3 individuals learned the training task with the

experimental plocedure. The researchers also examined whether participants would readily learn

a novel Level 3 task after leaming the tlaining task. Only the individuals who learned the

training task with the experimental procedure demonstrated rapid leaming of a new task.

In a similal study by Conyers et al. (2000) 4 adults with developmental disabilities were

taught an auditory-visual discrimination (ABLA Level 6). A rnodified version of the two

procedures used by Yu and Martin (1986) were compared. Results indicated tirat none of the

individuals learned tire task using the Control Proceclure and all ttre individuals ieamed the task
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in under S5 trials usir.rg the Experintental Procedure. Fufther, only 2 of the participants were able

to readily learn a novel ABLA Level 6 task after leaming the training task.

Is tlte ABLA test Relevc¿nt for Chilclt.en with Autisnt?

When assessing the ABLA test for children with autism, we need to keep in mind the

following consistent findings that have been demonstrated for each of the ABLA levels with

persons with developmental disabilities. First, the levels of the ABLA are hierarchically ordered

in degree of difficulty. Two studies have assessed whether this finding also occurs with children

with autism. Ward and Yu (2000) assessed a group of 20 children with autism spectrum disorder

(ASD). These included 7 children with a diagnosis of autism, 3 with a diagnosis of PDD-NOS,

and 10 with a diagnosis of developmental delay with autistic-like features. All 20 childlen

confonned to the hielarchical sequence of the ABLA test listed previously. Monis (2002)

assessed a sample of 46 chiidren with ASD, 38 of whom irad a diagnosis of autism with MR and

8 of whorn had a diagnosis of PDD-NOS with MR. All but four- participants confinned the

ABLA hielarchy. A second finding was that for pelsons with developmental disabilities each

ievel has consistent test-r'etest reiiability over approximately 3 months. According to Morris this

was confimed and is consistent across children with autism. Third, for persons with

developmental disabilities each ABLA level has good pledictive validity for other

discliminations at that level. Condillac (2002) assessed the predictive validity of the ABLA test

for children with autism. Forty-six children with ASD were administered the ABLA test. An

attempt was then made to teach each of the chiidren six everydaypredictive tasks, one task at

each ABLA Level. Overall, 78o/o of the predictions were confirmed. Across the six everyday

tasks, pledictions were confimed for 72o/o of the participants fol the task at Level 7, 57o/o of the

participants for the task at Level 2,80yo of the palticipants for the task at Level 3,85o/o of the
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participants for the task at Level 4,87o/o of tire participants for the task at Level 5, and 87o/o of

the parlicipants fot the task at Level 6. However, this study was lirnited by l'raving only one

predictive task for eacir ABLA level. Moreover, the Level 1 predictive task, making a stining

motiou iu an empty cup with a spooll, may have been inconsistent with evelyday experiences of

the participants (e.g., stirring with a spoon only when thel'e is sornething to stir), especially given

tirat lack of imaginary play is one of the difficulties in children with autism spectrum disorders

(American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Also, the Level 2 task, putting a cup in the upper right

quadrant of placement above or beside a piate, appears to be a four-choice discrimination rather

than a two-choice discrirnination. Given these limitations, additional research is needed to assess

the predictive validity of the ABLA test for children with autisln.

Finally, for individuals with developrnental disabilities, failed ABLA Ievels ale extremely

difficult to teach using standard plorlpting and leinforcement procedures (SPR) (Meyerson,

1977; Stubbings & Martin, 1998; Wacker, I(en et al., i983; Wacker, Steil, et a1., i983; Witt &

'Wacker, 
1981; Yu & Martin, 1986). No one has yet assessed if failed ABLA levels are difficult

to teach using SPR pr'ocedures to childlen with autism.

A Reviett, of Pronryting Metltods to Teach Discrintincttions Slrills to Individuals witlt

D et, el opnt ent a I D i s abil ities.

Dernchak (1990) reviewed research on four different types of prompt fading procedures

used to teach discrimination to adults and children with valiou.s disabilities (e.g, autism, mental

retardation, leaming disabled, peruasive developmental disorder). One method known as extra-

stirnulus prompt fading is cornmonly used to teach discrimination skills. There ale several

different extra-stinulus prompt fading procedures described in the litelature. Tire first is refened

to as "least to most plompting", "system of ieast prompts" oL "least intrusive plornpts". In this
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prompting strategy the teacirer gradually increases assistance given to the student on each trial

until a corect response occurs. The second procedule is called '1lost to least prornpti¡g." In this

procedure the teacher delivers the most intrusive hand-over-irand assistance first ald gradually

reduces the amount of assistance across trials. The thild procedure is larown as "graduated

guidance". The amount of assistance is adjusted within atrial as needed and subsequent trials

typically begin witir less guidance than the preceding trial. Lastiy, time delay (also referred as

prompt delay or delayed cue) procedures are also used (Demchak). Wolery et. al., (1992)

reviewed 36 studies that used time delay methods with individuals with various developrnental

disabilities (e.g., Mental Retardation, Autism, Downs Syrdrome). There are two types of ti¡re

delay procedutes described in tire literature: a progressive time delay and a constant time delay.

A plogressive tirne delay cousists of gradually increasing the time between the SD and the

prornpt until the leamer responds con'ectly to the SD before the prornpt. The constant time delay

consists of deiivering a prompt following an SD after aset arnount of time and the time between

the delivery of the SD and the delivery of the prorrpt remains constant tlu'oughout training

(Wolery et al.). Researchers comparing the two different time delay methods have found that: (a)

both ale equally effective (Demchak, Wolery et. al.); (b) these tirne delay methods are most

effective when individuals can wait and are able to irnitate (Dernchak; Wolery et. al.); (c) they

are rnore effective than some prompting procedures (e.g., systerl of least prompts, most-to-least

prompt systerns) (Demchak; Wolery et. al.); and (d) constant time delay is rnore effective than

stimulus fading procedures (Wolery et al.).
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Teaching Visual-Visttcil Matching Discrinùnations to Inditticluals wiÍh Detteloltntental

Disabilities and Autisnt

A parl of this research fbcused on strategies to teach visuai-visual matching

discriminations to children with autisrn who had failed ABLA Level 4. Only two studies thus far,

that have attempted to teach visual-visual rnatching discrirninations to children witir autism, have

reporled on tire ABLA Level of the participants. In this section, I will review those two studies,

and I will also desclibe other studies that have attempted to teach visual-visual rnatching

discrilninations to individuals with developmental disabilities and autism but that did not report

on the ABLA level of the parlicipants.

In older to have tire most success on teaching matching tasks, it has been suggested that

participants must be able to; (a) discliminate among stimuli; (b) scan objects; and (c) select a

cortect comparison ol reject the inconect comparison (Kelly, Green, & Sidman, 1998). In

addition, sotne researchers suggest that: (a) teaching three stimuli at once prevents perseverative

respondirrg (Remington, Light, and Porter, 1981); (b) indjviduals with verbal cornprehension

(Renrington et al.) or traiued vocalization (Srneets & Striefel, 1974) are more successfril on

match-to-sample training; and c) sLlccess rate is controlled by the positive and negative feedback

given to the client (Smeets & Striefel).

Recent studies have attempted to teach simple visual matching tasks using different

nrethods. In a study by Perez-Gonza\ez and Williarns (2002), 2 cirilùen with autism and MR

were taught a two choice tnatching task. The stimuli were presented over six steps, including

ñr'st maintaining the comparisons in a fixed position and teaching one sample at a time, then

randomly rotating the position of the cornparisons and presentation of the sample. The children

leamed in ó50 and 190 trials lespectively. The authors concluded that this procedure was
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effective in ploducing rapid leaming. However Martin and Yu (2000) irave suggested that rapid

leaming rnight be defined as learning that occurs in fewer than i 00 trials.

Clrmmings and Williams (2000) used a simple training procedure to teach 5 children with

autism or pervasive developmental disolder in ABA programs three types of matching tasks (3D-

3D;2D-2D; 3D-2D). Two of the children had passed up to and including ABLA Level 4, and3

of the childlen had passed up to and including ABLA Levei 2. Correct responses were followed

by praise and every 4 to 6 correct responses were foliowed by an edible or an enjoyable activity.

For incorrect responses the trainer said "No" and modeled the con'ect ïesponse. For all matching

tasks three comparisons were placed on the table, however, the authors failed to rnention how

many matching targets were taught at one tirne. The authors concluded that all of the children,

regardless of their ABLA level, leamed to pass 3D to 3D identity matching. A limitation of this

study is that the authors did not report whether the children were retested on the ABLA to see

whetlrer the children who were at Level 2 were now at Level 4. Without these results we are

unable to relate the ABLA level of a parlicipant to the leaming of genenlized matching abiiity.

The plesent research (Study 1) addlessed this question. Sirnilarities between the Cummings and

Williarns study and parl of the current research are: (a) the populations, preschool children with

autism in an ABA program, and (b) cl'rildren at various ABLA levels.

Stimulus overselectivity occurs when an individual pays more attention to one

component of a stimulus (e.g., shape, size, or colour) than to the stimulus as awirole (Schneider

& Salzberg, 1982). Research has indicated that stimulus ovelselectivity can occur when traini¡g

match-to-sampie tasks to children'uvith autism, which resuits in the individual's inability to

disclimirlate all the dimensions of a stimulus (Schneider & Salzl¡elg). It has fuither been fonnd

that when attempting to train diffelent dimensions of match-to-sample tasks (e.g., colour and
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shape), tire individual is nole successful when they are first taught to matcir their non-

predisposed dimension followed by the predisposed dimension (Bond, Black, & Raskin, 1973).

For instance, ìf an individual can discriminate colours very well but does not discriminate by

size, colour r,vould be their predisposed dimension and size would be theil non-pledisposed

dimension. According to Bond et al., teachirrg this individual to discriminate items by size first

would be more effective than teaching thern to discriminate items by colour hrst.

Researchers have aiso investigated whether a direct alteration to the stirnuli to be

discriminated (known as a within-stimulus prompt fading) or an extra component added to the

stimuli, such as pointing (known as an extra-stimulus prornpt fading) would aid an individual to

leam a target skill. Schreibman (I975) examined this question. Six childlen witl.r autism were

taught two visual discliminations. The extra-stimulus prornpt fading consisted of gradually

fading a pointing prompt to the conect item fol the visual discrimination and the within-stimulus

prompt fading consisted of gradually fading in the picture of the S-. Once the children leamed a

task with one method of prompting, they were then taught the task again with the other method

of prornpting. The researcher found that: (a) increasing the number of unprompted trials did not

facilitate leaming; (b) within-stimulus prompt fading was effective wheleas extra-stimulus

prompt fading was uot effective and; (c) the children who leamed the task filst with within-

stimuius prompt fading, and were taught the task again using extra-stimulus prompt fading,

usually lost the ski11. Tire researcher concluded that within-stimulus prompt fading is successful

because it limits the stimuli tirat the child needs to respond to.

A second study examined the effectiveness of within-stimulus prornpt fading (fading the

size of the S-) in combination with two other components; error preclusion and a discovery

reinfolcenreut contingency (Hazen, Szendrei, & Martin, 1989). Error pleciusion prevented the
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inconect container from being lifted. The discovery reinforcer contingency allowed the

individual to have immediate access to the reinforcer once the correct response was chosen.

Using a non-conculTent rnultiple baseline across individuais, 2 individuals with developmental

disabilities and one child with autism were taught a three dimensional iderrtity match-to-sample

task. All 3 individuals leamed the task in under 90 trials, and 2 out of the 3 were able to

gener'alize theil matching skill to ABLA Level 4. The one individual who was not able to

genelalize was diagnosed with autism.

In an attelnpt to teacir visual-visual matching skills to one chiid with autism, Kelly et al.

(1998) used a computer program and a delayed prompting technique. Appearing on the computer-

screen wete two comparisons. The ciiild was required to match (using a computer key) the

correct sample to the correct comparison. The incorrect comparison would disappeal after 0.1 s

and this delayed cue was tiren gladually increased to 15 s. The chiid was able to leam the two-

choice rnatching task. However, generalization to a larger number of comparisons was

problematic. The authors concluded that tire generalization may not have occuned as a r-esult of

the participant being taught to reject the incorrect stimulus versus accept the conect stimulus

because the child was not taught to scan alarge number of comparisons. Other researchers

(Beasley & Hegarty, I970) used a computer program to determine whether teaching one, two,

and three-choice match-to-sample tasks is mole effective when the choices are rotated

throughout one sitting, or whether it is more effective to teach one, two, and three choice tasks

one at a time. Results indicated that there was no difference between methods after one session.

The researchers concluded that more sessions need to be conducted in older to evaluate the

effectiveness of using a computer as a means to teach a matcli-to-sample task.
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Teaching atrl Assessing Generalized Match-to-Sample Abilit¡t

The resuits are unclear as to whether individuais, after leaming one task, can generaiize

their nratch-to-sample ability to untrained stimuli. For instanc e,Hazen et al. (1989) found tirat

two individuals were able to generalize theil match-to-sample ability to another task while one

person was not able to do so. Othels (e.g., Kelly et al., 1998) found that individuals who leamed

matching with computertzed items were able to transfer their skili to different computerized

items, (e.g., black and white photographs and coloured photographs). However, when the

pictures were placed on the table instead of a computer screen, there was a lack of generalized

match-to-sample abiiity. Perez-Gonzalez, and Williams (2002) assessed whether one child in

their study was able to leam a novel two-choice rnatching task after leaming a similar-2-ciroice

matching task. They found that the child was able to leam the second task in fewer tlials than the

first training task.

Generalized match-to-sample ability to a larger number of comparisons (increasing the

stimulus field) did not occur when chiidren with autisrn were taught aZ-choice match-to- sample

task. I(elly et 41. (1998) stated that the reason for the lack of generalized.match-to-sample ability

fi'om a 2-choice task to a 3-choice task may be a result of the irdividuai rejecting the incorrect

stimulus instead of accepting the corect stimulus. Thus, when nrore comparisons are presented

there is more thall one inconect stimulus, which may cause a ploblem for the individual.

Fufiirennore, Kelly et al. concluded that individuals may not be able to scan a larger number of

comparisons. Thelefore, in order to inclease the iikelihood of generalized match-to-sample

ability across a iarger comparison field, one may need to teach individuals how to scan.

In order to inclease the likeiihood of generalized match-to-sample ability, Dube and

Mcllvane (1992) offered the following sr-rggestions. First, conditional discliminations must be
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taught. In other words the same comparisons must setve as the S- on solne trials and the S+ on

other trials. Secondiy, in order to avoid the probabiiity that tire individual will respond by

exclusion, the stimuli of the training taslcs should both be novel and remain the same until

mastery. Iu other words both stimuli rnust be mastered before a novel stimulus can be

introduced.

Teaching Auclitoryt-Visual Discriminations to Individuals with DevelopmenÍal Disabilities and

Autisnt.

A second part of this research focused on teaching auditory-visual discrirninations to

children with autisrn who failed ABLA Level 6. To date few studies have investigated teaching

auditory-visual discrirninations to children with autisrn. Research with ìndividuals with various

developmental disabilities (e.g., MR, autism) that used the procedules investigated in the present

research will be reviewed.

One study previously mentioned (Shreibrnan, 197 5) examined the effectiveness of

within-stimulus prompts versus extra-stimulus prompt in teaching visual discriminations. The

author also examined the same questions while teaching auditoly-visual discriminations. The

authors examined the use of the extra-stimulus prompt and the within-stimulus prompt while

teaching auditory-visual discriminations to three children with autism. The extra-stimulus

prompt consisted of abuzzer and the within-stimulus prompt consisted of emphasi zing the

important components of the sound. Results with the auditory leamers were the same as those

with the visual leamers, within-stimulus plompts weLe more effective.

Another study previously mentioned (Pelez-Gonzalez &. Williams, 2002) examined the

effectiveness ofa blocking plocedure (see page 19 for description ofthe blocking procedule) in
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teaching an auditory-visual discrimination task (match spoken words to objects) to 3 individuals

with autism. All individuais were successful in leaming the task rn260,140, and 220 tlials.

One study investigated using a prompt delay plocedure in conjunction with various

schedules of reinforcetnent to teach auditory-visual letter discriminations under 3 different

conditions : (a) continuous t'einforcement for correct responses made both before and after the

prompt, (b) continuous reinforcement for correct responses made before the prompt, and those

made after the prompt rvere on an FR3 sciredule, and (c) continuous reinforcement for correct

responses made after the prompt, and those made before the plompt were on an FR3 schedule.

Results indicated that all the individuals learned the auditory-visual letter discriminations in

fewer than 100 trials regardless of the reinforcement schedule (Touchette and Howard, 1984).

The resealchers concluded that it was the prompt delay that was the effective component of the

procedure, not the reinforcement schedules.

Anotirer study that investigated a prompt delay procedure to teacir auditory-visuai

discriminations to an individual with autisrn (Glat, Gould, Stoddard, & Sidman, 1994) found that

introducing an echoic response (i.e., having the individual repeat the SD) prior to tire participant

rnaking a selection response was rrore effective than the prornpt delay alone.

Other researchers have investigated whether delivering specifrc consequences upon

specific responses would increase acquisition (e.g., Estevez, Fuentes, Overmier' & Gonzalez,

2003). This procedute, known as a differential-outcomes procedure (also i<nown as differential-

outcomes effect), suggests that a discrimination task can be more readily leamed when tire

consequence to the response made to one stirnulus is different than the consequence following a

response made to the other stimulus in the discrimination. This procedure iras been proven to be

effective with animais (e.g., Miyashita, Nakajima, & Imada, 2000; Poling, Tempie, & Foster,
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1996) and humans, including: (a) typicaily developing children (Maki, Ovennier, Delos, &

Gutrnan, 1995; Estevez & Fuentes, 2003), (b) individuals with developmental disabilities

(Estevez, Fuentes, Overmier et. al., 2003) and (c) individuais with Prader'-Willi Syndrome

(Joseph, Ovenlier, Thompson, 1997).

Statentenl of tlte Problent

Two studies were conducted to investigate procedules to teach visual match-to-sarnple

tasks, and oue study was conducted to investigate a plocedure for teaching auditory-visual

discriminations. Study 1 compared two multiple-component plocedures for teaching visual-

visual identity match-to-sample tasks to children with autism. Study 2 examined a rnultiple-

component procedure for teaching a visual quasi-identity match-to-sarnpie task to a child with

autism. Study 3 examined a multiple-component procedure for teaciring auditory-visual

discriminations to two children with autisrn

26
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STUDY 1: TEACHING IDENTITY MATCHING TASKS

In this study two plocedures were compared to teach visual-visual identity match-to-

sample tasks to children with autisrn who had failed ABLA Level 4. Following the training, the

children were retested on ABLA Level 4. Resealchers have found tirat many procedures have

been effective in teaching tiris type of discrimination such as: (a) prompt delay (I(elly et al.,

1998; Touchette & Howard, 1984), (b) a blocking procedule (Perez-Gonzalez & Wiiliams,

2002), (c) within-stimulus prompt fading (Shleibman,I975), and (d) multiple-component

procedules consisting of discovery reinforcers, within-stimulus prompt fading, and response

preclusion (Conyers et al., 2000;Hazen et a1., 1989; Yu & Martin, 1986). Most of the procedures

mentioned above were included in one of the two training procedures in this study. The two

procedutes will be referred to as Multiple-Component Training Package 1 (MCTP1) and

Multiple-Component Training Package 2 (MCTP2)

Method

Pcu'ticipants and Settittg

The participants were 2 preschool childrerr with autism. None of the children wele

receiviug sedatives or psychotropic medications. The children were diagnosed by an external

agency. Logan was 6-years oid at the commencement of the study and was recruited frorn the St.

Amant Applied Behaviour Analysis Plogram for Children with Autism (ABACA). He was

involved in an intensive ABA program consisting of 35 hours per week of therapy. Logan had

been palticipating in the ABACA progran for 2 years. When assessed for this study he was able

to pass ABLA Levels I and2 and failed Levels 3 to 6. According to his ABA consultant Logan

had difficulty leaming identity match-to-sampie tasks, and although he had acquired the ability

to nratch some itells he continued to fail ABLA Level 4. Logan was a nonverbal and nonvocal
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chiid, was able to foilow only a few instructions (i.e., come here, sit down), and was able to

imitate only a few gross motol actions (i.e., clap, wave). Logan's mother had his hearing and

vision checked and the test results indicated that he had nonnal vision and hearing. Logan's

ABA sessions took place in his bedroom. Sessions fol this study took place in the same location.

Dylan was a 3-year old child at the commencement of the study and was diagnosed with

autism spectrum disorder. He was recruited from Children's Special Ser-vices in Winnipeg,

Manitoba. His parer-rts reported that Dyian's hearing was assessed and the resuits indicated that

his hearing was nonnal. His vision had never been tested. Dylan never participated in an ABA

program and did not detnonstrate appropriate fonns of communication (e.g., sign language,

picture communication, pointing, vocalizing), did not look when his name was called, was

unable to perfonl simple gt'oss motor'imitation actions (e.g., clap, wave), and was unable to

follow simple instmctions (e.g., corne here, sit down, stand up). Initially, Dylan frequently cried

when highly preferred items were withheld or taken away fi-om him. Given that Dylan had never

been exposed to discrimination training, leaming the two different response topographies (i.e.,

putting a sample in a box versus iifting an item) needed to occur prior to teaching the match-to-

sample tasks. Attempts had never been made to teach Dylan match-to-san-rple tasks. Dylan

attended a daycare all day; therefore sessions took place in a small room within the daycare.

Dylan was able to pass ABLA Levels 1 to 3 and unable to pass ABLA Level 4 and 6.

During the sessions, the childlen were seated at a child-sizetable, the experirnenter was

seated in front of the child and the observer was seated in the same roorn in a iocation where she

could see both the experimenter and the child.
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Apparattts

Traiting ntaterinls. The training rnaterials were objects not used in the ABA training

program. The training tasks fol Logan were pompoms, paintbrushes, stals, batteries, measuring

spoons, f,rshing floats, lolied up socks, and white gh-re bottles. The training rlaterials for Dylan

were, pompoms, paintbrushes, stars, and batteries. The items were 4 different sizes ranging from

very smali to large. Figure 1 shows a typical match-to-sarnple task.

ABLA levels 1, 2, 3, ancl 6. A yellow can, red box with black diagonal stripes, and a piece

of inegularly shaped white foam were used to administer the ABLA Levels I,2,3, and 6.

ABLA level4. The same can and box used to assess Levels I,2,3, and 6 were used along

with a small red cube with black diagonal stripes and small yellow cylinder. The ABLA data

slreets are found in Appendix A, and the Procedural Integrity/Reliability data sheets are found in

Appendix B.

Research Design

An alternating-treatments design was used to compare the two procedures. Logan and

Dylan were taught two matching tasks simultaneously. One task was taught using MCTP1 and

the other using MCTP2, both are described later in detail. In order for the children to

discriminate between procedures the comparisons for the MCTPl were placed on a blue board

(for Logan) and blue boxes (for Dylan), and the comparisons for the MCTP2 were placed on a

red board (for Logan) and red boxes (for Dylan). Once a child learned one of tire tasks he was

tested on ABLA Level 4. Logan starled with MCTP2 and received 20 teaching trials in this

condition (in one session), then 20 teaching trials in MCTPl (in anothel session), and the

treatments altemated in subsequent sessions. Dylan received his training in reverse order (20
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A. A typical Match to sample task

Comparisons

B. Example of fading steps for the incorrect comparison.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

***

Figtu'e 1. A typical match-to-sampie task, and an example of fading steps for incorrecl

comparisons (S -)
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tlials of MCTP1, then 20 trials of MCTP2), with the treatments altemating in subsequent

sessions. One procedure was taught per session. Sessions were interspersed by a rninimum of a

30 rninute bleak.

Pltases of the Stucþt

Pre-assessntents. Prior to training, the children were assessed on the ABLA Levels 1

through 6, both failed ABLA Levels 4 and 6. After this the children were tested to see whether

they could pass the first set of training tasks (the first set consisted of two two-choice tasks, one

task taught in each condition). The cirildren were also tested on a three-choice task using objects

tirat were not used in training. The same testing procedure and pass/fail criteria were used as in

the ABLA test. Both children failed the training tasks and the three-choice tasks. A sample of a

pre-assessment data sheet for one of the tasks is shown in Appendix C. The pre-assessment and

post-assessment task Pl'ocedural Inte$itylReliability data sheets were the same as the ABLA

Level 4 data sheet.

Pre-training: Dylan did not have a previous history of responding by placing an item

inside of another to access a reinforcer (response lequired for MCTP 1) or by lifting an item to

access a reinforcel undemeath (r'esponse required for MCTP 2). Pre-training sessions were

conducted to teach these procedures. Pre-training for the MCTPl consisted of placing two boxes

on the table. Dylan was given a clear empty plastic container and he was required to place the

container in one of the boxes. When Dylan placed the container in one of the boxes he was

reinforced with an edible or a toy. In the pre-tlaining MCTP2 there were two steps. In the first

step, two boxes were placed on the table and a reinforcer was placed in one of the boxes; Dylan

was lequired to take the reinforcer out of the box. In the second step the experimenter placed a

leinforcer in one of the boxes while Dylan was watching, and then covered the box with a card.
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On the catd there was a clear empty plastic container. Dylan was required to the iift the card and

retrieve the reinforcer undemeath. if Dylan did not respond a fuil prompt (e.g., hand over hand)

or parlial prornpt (e.g., pointing, light guidance) was delivered. Mastery for each pre-training

step was 5 consecutive conect resporlses over two sessions. During the MCPT2 disclimination

training (described later), if Dyian was unresponsive for 1 0 seconds he was retumed to the

MCTP2 pre-training phase and was required to get 5 consecutive correct responses on the second

pre-tlaining step before retuming to tire MCTP2 discrimination training. It was found that Dylan

l'etumed to the MCTP2 pre-training after one MCTP2 training trial, and remained on the second

pre-training step for several sessions. Therefore the second pre-training step was administered

using the MCTP2 task matetiais. After'5 consecutive correct responses, the MCTP2 training

resumed. Once this was done Dyian never retumed to the pre-training.

Training. Two multiple component training packages desclibed later, were compared to

teach visual-visual identity matching tasks.

Post-assessntetzls. Once a child master-ed a training task, or at the end of the study if a

child had not mastered a task, ABLA Level 4 was re-administered. If a child was unable to pass

ABLA Levei 4, adrninistration of lower levels of the ABLA continued until a passed level was

found. Each child was also assessed on the 3-ciroice novel task. Appendix D has the data sheet

used for the 3-choice novel task.

Follou,-tLIs. A six week follow-up was administered with Logan for the training task that

he passed. Foliow-up was administered in the satrre manner as training, however no prompts

were provided.
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General Proceclure for Assessrnent ancl Tt ctitting

Sessions began with the child engaging in a prefened activity (e.g., watching a movie,

playing with toys). After two to five minutes the chiid was asked to come to the table and the

training began. The SD delivered for each trial was "Where does it go, match?". After the

completion of 10 trials the child was given a break lasting two to five minutes. During the bleak

tlre clrild had access to preferred iterns (e.g., doing apuzzle,listening to music). After the break

the child returned to the table and 10 rnore trials were completed. After the completion of the 20

trials the child was given access to aprefened itern (e.g., jumping on abed, listeningto music,

toys). If on the last trial before the bleak or the last trial before the end of the session the child

made an elror, the experimenter asked the child to perform two to five mastered skills (e.g.,

imitation, receptive instruction). This was done to ensure that the child ended on a success and

was leinforced for corect responding.

Details of Multiple Component Training Paclcuge I MCTPI)

An overview of MCTP1 and MCTP2 is shown in Table 2. The MCTPl procedure

consisted of (a) preference assessment, (b) prompt delay, and (c) error correction.

Preference clssessnxerxl. A prefelence assessment was conducted at the start of every

session to detennine which leinforcer would be used. The preference assessrrent for Logan

consisted of showing him two edibles and he was required to pick one. Upon his selection he was

shown the edibles again, however they were in the opposite left-right position. The edible that he

chose both times was the one tirat was chosen as tire reinfolcer for that session. If ire selected

each edible ollce? athird tdal was presented, and the edibie chosen on 2 of the 3 tlials was used

as the reinforcer. Some of the edibles that serued as reinfolcers for Logan were cucurnbers,
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Table 2

A Contparison of tlte MCTPI cutcl MCTP2 Proceclut"es to Teach lclentitlt Match-to-Sample rasks

in Studlt l.

Components Multiple Component Training Multiple Component lrummg
Package 1 (MCTPI) Packase 2 lMCTp2)

Preference Child was given a choice of one of Chiid was given a choice of one of
assessments two items two items.

Plompts Prompts delivered according to a Within-stimulus prompt fading was
plompt delay. Extra-stimulus used. The size of the S- was gradually
prompts were used (e.g., pointing, increased over 4 successive sessions
hand over hand)

Response Child placed the sarnpie on the Child was requiled to lift the correct
topography conect comparison. companson.

Eror conectiott The enol correction consisted of re- No error conection was used.
presenting the SD, prompting the
response, lepresenting the SD, and
allowing the child to respond
independently.

Delivery of Experimenter handed the reinforcer A discovely reinforcer was used.
reinforcer to the child. When the cirild lifted the correct

comparison the reinforcer was found
undemeath.
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oranges, red/green peppers, broccoli, raw potato, chips, Fruit to Go, crackers, and cherry

tomatoes. lnitially, the same preference assessment was done with Dylan. However due to

reinforcer satiation a second preference assessment was done after the break. Because reinforcer

satiation stiil appeared to occul during several sessions, his pleference assessûrent then became

choosing tll'ee items out of six items presented. The items chosen were used as the reinforcers,

which were alternated across trials. After the break this preference assessment was redone.

Initialiy edibles (i.e., apple, pear, toast) were selected as reinforcers, however given food

restrictions, edibles that were made availabie to this study were given to Dylan throughout the

day, and Dylan eventualiy stopped consuming thern. Therefore, srnall toys (e.g., squishy toys,

rnusical toys, and basic cause and effect toys) were used as reinforcers instead of edibles.

Prontpt delay. During sessious, similar to tlie ABLA procedure, two items (comparisons)

were placed on the table. The child was given an item (sample), that he was required to match to

the comparison that was identical to the sample given. A response was considered correct if the

child placed the sanpie on top or in fì'ont of the con'ect comparison (for Logan) or'inside the

correct box (for Dylan). A lesponse was considered inconect if the child placed the sample on

top or in front of the inconect comparison (for Logan) or inside the incorrect box (for Dylan).

The trial was tepeated if the child placed the sample between the two comparisons. The position

of the cotnparisons and the sampie given were randornly rotated acloss trials.

The MCTPl pt'ocedut'e was based on the prompting and reinfbrcement stlategies most

commonly used by the tutors and senior tutors in the ABACA pïogram. Cunently a plompt delay

procedure is implemented in foul steps where prompts occurafter 0 s, 2 s, 4 s, and then not at all.

A prompt irierarciry detennines the types of prompts delivered, where the illtrusiveness of the

ptotnpt is dependent on the graduated guidance procedure. In the ABACA pïogratn, the criterion
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to advance a step or move back a step depends upoll the child and tire pïogram. In this research

tlre child moved up a step if he made 415 or 5/5 prompted and/or con'ect responses. The child

renained on a step if he made 215 or 3/5 prompted and/or corect responses. The child moved

down a step if he made 1/5 prompted and/or correct responses. If the child responded correctly

he was given an edible or favourite toy and praise. If the child responded correctly after an effor-

conection procedure, only plaise was given.

Error correction. The error-conection procedure involved a 2 s time-out, le-presenting

the SD, a prompt fol the correct response, and an opporlunity for the child to respond

independently. The data sheet used for the MCTPl is shown in Appendix E. The Procedural

Integrity/Reliabiiity data sheet is shown in Appendix F

Details of Multiple Contponent Training Paclcage 2 (MCTP2).

Tiris condition consisted of three components: (a) a preference assessment, (b) within-

stimulus prompt fading, and (c) a discovery-reinfolcer component (see overview in Table 2).

Preference assessnxent At the begiming of every session a preference assessment was

conducted. The preference assessment was conducted in the same manner as in the MCTP1

procedure.

Witltin-stinrulus pt'ontptfading. The size of the S- went fiom being very small to large,

over 4 steps (see figure 1 on page 30). In ordel for the child to move fi'om one step to the next he

needed to make 5 consecutive comect responses. If the child made an erïor he retumed to the

previot"ts step. The advancing and regression critedon were changed for Dylan on session 25

since he was fluctuating between Steps 3 and 4. His advancing criterion then became 3

consecutive conect responses on Step 3, and his regression criterion became 3 cumuiative errors

on Step 4. This was doue to allow Dylan to be exposed to more triais on Step 4 than on Step 3.
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Fudlrer, as of session 25 Steps I and2 were eliminated to allow Dylan to remain on the more

challenging steps, therefore giving him more training on these steps.

Discover"y reinforcer. Fot Logan, the comparisons (items on the table) were placed on a

wooden board. Tirere was a hole under the con'ect comparison. In the hoie was a reinforcel'. He

was required to lift the con'ect item to reveal the reinforcer. For Dyian the comparisons were

placed on two boxes. The reinforcer was hidden in one of tl-re boxes. He was required to lift the

comparison to reveal the reinforcer in the box. Appendix G shows the data sheet used for the

MCTP2 procedure, and Appendix H shows tire MCTP2 Procedural hrtegrity/Reliability data

sheet.

Masteryt criterionfor MCTPI and MCTP2.

Mastery for the training tasks was eight consecutive conect responses (not including

those in the enor corection procedure) ovel two consecutive sessions. However on the second

session, mastery needed to occul in the first eight trials.

Reliability

Inter-O bs erver Reliabiliry (OR).

The obselver and experimenter recorded whether the cirild responded comectly or inconectly on

eacir trial. An agreetnent occuned if both the experirnenter and observer recorded that the

participant either responded correctly, or: if they recorded that the participant responded

incorrectly. A disagreetlent occurred if either tire experinenter oL observer recorded that the

parlicipant tesponded correctly or incorrectly, and the other person recorded the opposite. The

IOR scole was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of agreements

pius disagleements and rlultiplying by I00% (Marlin &Pear,2007).
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For Logau no IOR scores were taken for the pre-assessnents due to technical diffrculties

(i.e., video caÌlera did not work). IORs were taken for 57o/o of the MCTP1 sessions, 43o/o of the

MCTP2 sessions, and 100% of the post-assessments. They all averaged 100%.

For Dylan IORs were taken for 88% of pre-assessments, I00% for the MCTP1 pre-

training sessions, 2lYo lor the MCTP2 pre-training sessions, 600/o lor MCTPl training sessions,

59%o for MCTP2 training sessiotts, and 100o/o of the post-assessments. IOR scores were 100% for

pre-assessments, MCTPl pre-training sessions MCTP2 training and post-assessrnents, and

averaged 95Yo for MCTP2 pre-training sessions.

P r o ceclur a I Int e grity (P I) .

The same observer conducting the IOR simultaneously conducted the Procedural

Integrity (PI) assessment. The observer checked off on a list the steps that were followed by tlie

experimenter. An agreement was scored if the observer recorded that the experimenter foliowed

a step. A disagreement was scored if the observer lecorded that the experimenter did not follow

the procedure comectly. The PI score was calculated tire same way as the IOR score.

The PI scores for the pre-assessrnents wele not taken for Logan due to technical problems

(i.e., video camera did not wolk). The PI scores were taken for 43o/o of the MCTPl sessions,

43o/o of the MCTP2 sessions, and 100% of the post-assessments, and they each averag ed 99%.

The PI for Dylan was taken for 88% for pre-assessments, 100% for MCTPl pre-training

sessions, 45o/o for MCTP2 ple-training sessions, 57o/o lor MCTPl training sessions, 590/o for

MCTP2 training sessions, and 100% for post-assessments. The PI scoïes averaged 95o/o for

MCTP2 training sessions and 100o/o fol the rest.
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Procecltu"ctl Reliabilitl) e Ð.

An agreement was scored if both lecorders recorded that tl-re experimenter followed the

procedure conectiy. A disagreement was scored if the obserr¿ers did not aglee on whether the

experimenter followed the ptocedure conectly. The PR scores were calculated in the same way

as the IOR score.

The PR fot Logan's pre-assessments were not taken due to technical probiems (i.e., video

camera did not work). The PR score was taken lor 43o/o of the MCTP1 and MCTP2 sessions, and

100% for the post-assessments, and they each averaged 100%

The PR for Dylan was taken for 88% of pre-assessments, 100% for MCTP 1 pre-training

sessions, 45o/o for MCTP2 pre-training sessions, 57o/o for MCTP 1 training sessions, 59o/o îor

MCTP2 training sessions, and 100% fol post-assessments. Scores averaged 99o/o for the pre-

assessments, 95o/o fol MCTP2 training sessions, and 100%o for the rest.

Results

Logan leamed one of the training tasks using the MCTP1 procedure in 128 trials and was

unable to leam the training task using tlie MCTP2 procedure within 128 trials (see Figure 2).

After masteling the training task Logan was unable to pass ABLA Level 4,but was able to pass

the 4 sets of novel2-choice tasks without direct teaching (i.e., in the assessment period). Logan

also passed the novel 3-choice task (assessed duling the pre-assessments) and a 3-choice task

that combined 3 items fi'om the tasi<s mastered in training or assessments.

A six week follow-up indicated tirat Logan was able to pass the training task (i.e., star'

and battery).

As described previously, Dylan lequiled pre-training sessions in both conditions Plior to the

commencement of tire training procedures. A total of I 1 sessions and 183 trials for the MCTP2
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Figure 2. Logan's performance with both plocedures. Tire top graph indicates Logan's

perfotmance on the MCTPl procedure (star versus battery), and the bottom glapir indicates

Logan's performance on the MCTP2 (pornporn veïsus paintblush). Logan was sllccessful in

ieaming the match-to-sample task with tire MCTP 1 procedure.
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pre-training were corxpleted, and 2 sessions and 13 trials were completed for the MCTP1 pre-

training. Dylan's MCTP2 sessions typically consisted of I or 2 trials of the training task and the

rest of the sessiot-l was spent on the ple-training. Given that returning to ple-training was not

effective, 5 trials wele done where he observed the experimenter hide the reinforcer under the

correct compalison, whele the compalisons were tl-re training stimuli. He was able to conectly

find the reinforcer for all 5 triais. Training for the MCTP2 began after this and Dylan was no

Ionger required to retum to the pre-training. A total of 35 sessions and 700 trials were completed

fol tlre MCTP 1 and 37 sessions and 624 trials were completed for the MCTP2 (see Figure 3).

More trials were completed fol the MCTPl because trainir-rg in this procedure continued while

Dylan was on the pre-training for the MCTP2. Dylan was unable to leanr the training tasks. Post-

assessntent results indicated that he was able to pass ABLA Level 3 and failed ABLA Level 4.

He also failed the novel 3-choice task.

Discussion

Neither procedure was effective in teaching Dylan match-to-sample skills. There

are several possible reasons for this failure. Filst, Dylan did not parlicipate in an ABA program,

thelefore did not irave any history of discrimination training, and had difficulty responding

appropriately, scanning, and looking. Second, his parents often cancelled several sessions which

increased the delay between sessions. Tirild, observations indicated that Dylan was reinforced for

inappropriate behaviours (e.g., crying) by adults and tirese behaviours were displayed duling the

first several sessions and may have interfered with leaming. Foudh, parents and daycare staff

frequently reporled that Dylan was ill (e.g., ear infection, flu, coid) and did not sleep well at

night, often waking up in tire early moming (e.g., 1:00 am) and not falling asieep until severai

hours later (e.g., 6:00 am), tiris resulted in the parents' decision to occasionally give Dylan
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melatonin. Fifth, Dylan had uniimited access to some items used as prefened iterns outside of the

training sessions which may have limited their reillforcing value during training sessions.

The match-to-sample MCTPl procedure was successfui in teaching Logan a match-to-

sample task. Possible reasons for its success over the MCTP2 procedure were: (a) Logan had a

previous leinforcetnent history of rnatching by placing a sample on top of the comparison and no

reinforcement history for matching by looking at the sample and lifting the correct comparison;

and (b) Logan's ABA program used the prornpt delay and emor corection procedure to teach

several discrimination skills (e.g., visual, auditory, imitation), thus Logan was familiar with this

method of teaching. Furlher Logan was able to pass the novel 3-choice task (assessed in the pre-

assessrnents), and was able to pass a 3-choice task that cornbined 3 objects fiom passed training

task and tasks that were mastered in the assessment phase. It should be noted that during the pre-

assessments Logan appr:oached the mastery criterion for the novel 3-choice task (i.e., 7

consecutive correct responses) prior to leaching the failing criterion. This result suggests that for

Logan the ability to show generalized match-to-sample ability to a larger comparison field did

occur. Howevel given that Logan approached the passing criteria during pre-assessments the

results should be interpreted with caution.

Logan had leamed to match 3 dimensional identical items, and when assessed was able to

pass 4 novel identity matchir-rg 2-choice tasks, however was unable to pass ABLA Level4.

ABLA Levei 4 is a quasi-identity match-to-sample task. It is possible that, Logan needed to leam

quasi-identity matching tasks in order for his match-to-sarnpie ability to generalize to ABLA

Level4. This is what was attempted in Study 2.
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STUDY 2: TEACHING A QUASI-IDENTITY MATCHING TASK

In this study atternpts were made to teach a quasi-identity matching task to Logan, who

was able to pelfonl severai identity matching tasks but was unable to pass ABLA Level4, a

quasi-identity rnatching task. Kelly et al. (1998) suggested that in order for an individual to leam

match-to-sample discrirninations he/she must be able to (a) scan objects, (b) discrirninate among

stimuli, and (c) select the conect comparison or reject the incorect comparison. A procedure to

promote scanning was introduced prior to discrimination training, and was also incorporated into

a multiple component training package to teach a quasi-identity rnatching task.

Method

Participattts and Setting

The parlicipant was Logan who participated in Study 1. Logan was 6-years old. The

setting remained the same as in Study 1.

Apparattts

Training taslç. The training materiais were objects not used in his ABA program. Training

tasks fol Logan were: stars, battelies, measuring spoons, and fishing floats that ranged in 4 sizes

fi'om very small to large. Figure 4, shows a typical quasi-identity match-to-sample task.

ABLA level 4. The materials were as described for Study 1.

Plmses of tlte Studlt

Pre-ctssesstnent. Given that Logan was just assessed on the ABLA in Study 1, he was not

re-assessed for Study 2.Logan was assessed on several quasi-identity match-to-sample tasks

(i.e., matching a small sample to a large comparison, with items identical with the exception of

size). Tire assessrnent procedure and pass-fail criteria were those of the ABLA test descr-ibed
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earlier. Logan was able to pass all the tasks assessed with the exception of the stal'versus battery

task. Therefore this task along with one of the othel tasks that he had passed (i.e., measuring

spoon versus float) were chosen as the training stimuii.

Proceclut'e to pr"otnote scantzittg pt'ior to training. One of the difficulties observed with

Logan in Study 1 was that ire did not frequently scan the items on the table. This preliminary

procedure was implemented to increase the likelihood that Logan would scan all the compariso¡s

on the table priol to making his response. This procedure began by presenting Logan with

several identity-matching tasks (i.e., fishing floats, stals, batteries, and measuring spoons) that he

had mastered in Study 1. In the first step two comparisons were placed on the table, one of the

comparisons was very srnall and the othel was very ialge. Logan was given a sarnple, which he

was lequired to match (i.e., place on top) to the large comparison. Gradually the number of

inconect comparisons increased over 3 steps for a total of three inconect compalisons and one

conect compalison on the table. Increasing tire number of incorect comparisons required him to

scan more comparisons prior to making his response. In order to increase the likelihood that

Logan would look at ali the comparisons prior to making his response, the comparisons wer-e

placed in various locations on the tabie. This made the placement of the comparisons

unpredictable and prevented Logan frorn displaying a position preference (e.g., always matching

to the comparison on the ieft). Once mastery was reached for one sample across all the steps, tire

next sample was intr-oduced. Once mastery was reached for all the steps with all four samples,

quasi-identity rnatch-to-sample training began. Criterion to advance a step was 5 consecutive

correct responses. Upon rnaking errols Logan remained on the same step. Table 3 descr-ibes the

steps used in the procedure to promote scanning.
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Table 3

Steps to the Procedure to Prontote Sccutning Described in Study 2

Step Sample Conect Incon ect

comparison comparisons
Numbel of Incorrect
Compalisons

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Big

Battery big

Battery big

Battery big

Star Big

Star Big

Star Big

Fioat big

Float big

Float big

Spoon Big

Spoon Big

Spoon Big

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Small

Srnall

Smal1

Small

SrnallAlternate big star', Big
big battery, big
float, big spoorl
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Training. The training plocedure consisted of a multiple component training package that

is described iater.

PosÍ-assessntents. To assess whethel generalizalion to tl-re ABLA test had occurred, upon

mastery of the tlaining task, ABLA Level 4 was re-administered.

Follor'v-rtp. To assess whether Logan had retained the rnatch-to-salnple ability he was re-

assessed on the training task and ABLA Level 4 at 1 week and 3 weeks after the date that the

training task was passed. The follow-up procedure was the same as the training procedure.

Trctining pt'ocechtre

The training procedure consisted of three components: (a) apreference assessment, (b)

within-stimulus prompt fading, and (c) a procedure to promote scaming. The training plocedule

data sheet is shown in Appendix I. The Procedural Integrity/Reliability data sheet is shown in

Appendix J. Details of the training procedure are as follows.

Preference assessntenÍ. At the beginning of the session the preference assessment was

conducted in the same rìalxler as in Study 1.

ll/itltin-stinttthts prontprfading. Tire sample size went from being very large to very small

over 4 successive steps. Table 4 desclibes the steps used in this procedure. From sessions I to 32,

10 consecutive conect responses were required to advance to the next step. When one error was

made Logan regressed to the plevious step. It was observed that Logan would frequently get the

first responses correct and begin to make enors towards the end of the 10 trials. It was

hypothesized that the task was possibly too easy, thus decreasing his perfonnance. From sessions

32 fo 35 the advancing cliterion was changed fi-om 10 to 5 consecutive conect resporlses. Upon

reaching this criterion on any step Logan moved to the final step (i.e., Step 4). If Logan made an

error on Step 4 he was then moved back to the step that was the next highest step from the last
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Table 4

Steps to tlte Ouasi-Identi1¡ Match-to-Sample Taslc Describecl in Stu$t 2

Step Sample Conect Incorect Number of Incorrect
conparison comparisons Comparisons

Step 1 Alter-nate big star, Big Big
big battery, big float,
big spoon

Step 2 Altemate big star, Big Big
big battery, big float,
big spoon
Sample now medium
size

Step 3 Altemate big star, Big Big
big battery, big float,
big spoon
Sample now small
size

Step 4 Altemate big star, big Big Big
battery, big float, big
spoon
Sarnpie now very
surall size
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step mastered. For example, if Logan received 5 consecutive con-ect responses on Step 2, ire

would then move to Step 4, upon making an error on Step 4 he would then regress to Step 3.

Proceclure to promote scanning dtu'ing tt"aining. The location and position of the

comparisons varied across tlials where the pattern made by the comparisons was random, and no

longer consisted of always a left-to-right sequence on every trial.

Mastety Criterion for Training Tas lc

Mastery for the tlaining task was eight consecutive conect responses (not including those

in the error correction procedure) over two consecutive sessions. However on the second session,

mastery needed to occur in the first eight trials.

Reliability

In ter - O b s erv er Reliab iliQ Q O R)

IOR scores were taken for 100% of the ple-assessments, 530lo of the training sessions,

100% of the post assessmerlts, and 100% of the follow-ups. The iOR was calculated as described

in Study 1. IORs averaged 98o/o for pre-assessments and I00% for the rest.

Pro cedu,ra l Integri ty (PI)

The same obserer conducting the IOR simultaneously conducted the Procedural

Integrity (PI) assessment. The obseler and experimenter checked off on a list the steps that were

followed by the experimenter. An agreement was scored if the observer recorded that the

experimenter foliowed a step. A disagreement was scored if the obser"ver recorded that the

experimenter did not follow the procedure conectly. The PI score was calculated the sarne way

as the IOR score. Procedural Integrity was taken for 100% of pre-assessrnents, 53% of the

training sessions, 100% of post-assessments, and 100o/o of follow-ups, and they all averaged

r00%.
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P r o ce dtu' ctl Reliab i litl) e R)

An agreement was scored if both recorders recorded that the experimenter followed the

procedure correctly. A disagreement was scored if the obseruers did not agree on whether the

experimenter f,oliowed the plocedule conectly. The PR was taken for 100% of pre-assessments,

53%o of the training sessions, I00% of post assessments, and 100% of follow-ups, and averaged

94o/o for training sessions and 100% for the lest. The PR scole was calculated the same way as

the IOR score.

Results

Procedure to Promote Scanning

Logan quickly mastered all the steps. Leaming occuned within 100 trials (see Figure 5).

Training Taslc

A total of 35 sessions and 850 tlials were done. Logan was successful in learning the

quasi-identity rnatch-to-sample task. Once the advancing and regression criteria changed, Logan

was able to reach the mastery criterion within 4 sessions (see Figure 6).

Post- Assessntents

After Logan mastered the training task, he was then assessed on ABLA Level 4. Logan

passed ABLA Level4.

Follot'v-Up

Logan passed the training task at the 1-week follow-up and failed the training task at the

3-week follow-up. Logan passed ABLA Levei 4 aT tbe 1-week and the 3-week follow-up.
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Discussion

Incorporating a procedure to promote scanning prior to responding in addition to using a

within-stimulus prompt was effective in teaching a quasi-identity rnatch-to-sample task. In

addition, Logan's match-to-sample ability generaiized to ABLA Level 4. Results aiso suggest

that the change in the advancing and reglession criter-ia strongly contributed to Logan learning

tire training task.
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S TUDY 3 : TEACHING ALIDITORY-VISUAL D IS CRIMINATIONS

Research has found that some procedures consisting of a discovery reinforcer', within-

stimulus plompt fading, and response preclusion are effective in teaching auditory-visual

discrin-rinations to individuals with developmental disabilities (Conyers et al., 2000). Other

procedures such as prompt delay (e.g., Glat et a1.,1994; Touchette & Howard, 1984) and

differential outcomes (e.g., Estevez & Fuentes,2003; Maki et al., 1995) have also been fbund to

be effective. The cument study investigated a prompt delay procedule in combination with an

error conection procedule and differential outcomes using natural consequences to teach

auditory-visual discriminations to two children with autism.

Method

P articip ants ancl Setting

The participants were 2 preschool children with autism, neithel of whom were receiving

sedatives or psychotropic rnedications. The children were diagnosed by an external agency.

Logan who participated in Study I and 2 also participated in Study 3. Logan was now 7 years

old. His sessions were conducted in a different location of the house for each task. This was

primarily done due to the location and size of some of the stimuii.

Eric was 7-years oid at the commencement of the study and was diagnosed with autism

spectntm disorder. Eric was recruited from tl-re St. Amant Centre Applied Behaviour Analysis

Program for Chiidren with Autism (ABACA). He was involved in an intensive ABA program

consisting of 35 houls per week of therapy. Eric had been parlicipating in the ABA pr:ogram for

2 years. He did not have any vocal language, however he was obsen¿ed using some

communication skilis (i.e., pointing, bringing yoLr to sornething, nodding head yes and shaking

head no). Eric's systems of communication consisted of a modified version of American Sign
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Language, a talking device (i.e., CHAT PC) and a picture conrrnunication system. Eric's ABA

consultant reported that Eric had strong visual discrimination skilis however all attempts made to

teach hiln ar-rditory-visual discrimination skills had faiied. Eric was readily able to imitate several

gross motor tasks (e.g., amrs out, hands on head, clap, wave), and was able to follow simple

instructious (e.g., come here, sit down, give, clap, wave). Parents repofted that Eric's hearing

was norulal and Eric wote glasses during the day to conect a visual impairment.

During session, a child was seated in a chair. Across from a child were either two chairs

(fol Logan) or two tables (for Eric). Each comparison was on one of the chairs/tables. The

experimenter sat beside the child and tire observer sat in a location of the room where she was

able to see both the child and the experimenter. Given that Logan began to display a position

preference (i.e., always selecting the item located on the side whele the experimenter was

sitting), the experimenter changed positions every 10 tlials. This eiiminated the position

preference for the first task however, the position preference retumed for tire last task, therefore

the experimenter sat in front of the child and the obseruer sat behind the child whiie teaching the

last task.

Apparattts

AttcÌitorlt-visual rraining taslds. Tlaining materials for Eric were: aBuzz Lighter toy (from

the Toy Story movie), a Tigger stuffed toy (fi'orn Winnie the Pooh), a Bob the Tomato stuffed

toy (frorr the Veggie Tales llovie), a Shlek stuffed toy (from the Shrek movie), a Larry the

Cuculnber toy (from the Veggie Taies movie), a Blues Clues toy (from the Biues Clues carloon),

a balloon, and A Bug's Life video case holder and movie. Training materials for Logan were: an

indoor swing, cheny totnatoes, a juice box, chips, an orange, and an indoor one-person

trampoline. All edible items were placed in a clear cylindrical container.
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ABLA levels 3, 4, ancl ó. The materials were as described for Study 1.

Phases of tlte Stuc$t

Pre-assesstnents. Logan was assessed on ABLA Levels 4 and 6. Eric was assessed on all

the ABLA Levels. It sirould be noted that for Logan ABLA Level4 was administered in

November 2005 and this tlaining procedure did not begin until March 2006. For Eric ABLA

Levels 1 through 4 were administered in August 2005 and this tlaining procedure did not begin

until March 2006. Both children were assessed on the training tasks using the ABLA procedure

and the pass/fail criteria prior to training. If the child passed the training task, they wele assessed

on another task until they failed a task.

Training. The training procedure is described iater.

Post-assessntents. Once a child mastered a training task, ABLA Level 6 was

administered. If the child failed ABLA Level 6, a new training task was introduced. If upon

tennination of the study the child did not master the task cunently being taught, ABLA Level 6

was administered. If the child failed ABLA Level6, adrninistration of lower leveis of the ABLA

test continued until a passed Level was found.

Follov,-up. Follow-up was administered in the saÍre manner as the training task however

no prompts were administered and if the child did not respond within 4 seconds, the trial was

considered an enor. A 1-week, 2-week, and S-week follow-up were administered after the date

that the child mastered the task. Follow-ups were administered fol ABLA Level 6 and the

mastered training tasks. However given that Eric's parents withdrew him from the study, oniy a

1-week and 4 Y'-week follow-up were done for ABLA Levei 6 after the mastery of the iast

training task.
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Tt' ctin in g P r o c e chtr es

General procedure for' ossessnxent and trairtìrtg

Sessions began with the child engaging in a prefened activity (e.g., watching a movie,

playing with toys). After two to five minutes the cirild was asked to colne to the table and the

training began. After the completion of 10 trials the child was given a break lasting two to five

minutes. During the break the child had access to prefened items (e.g., toys, watching a movie,

swinging on a swing). After the break the child retumed to the table and 10 more trials were

cornpleted. After the conpletion of the 10 trials the child was given access to a prefered item

(e.g., computer, swing, movie, book). If on the iast trial before tire break or the last trial before

the end of the session the child made an enor, the experimenter asked the cirild to perform two to

five mastered skills (e.g., imitation, receptive instruction). This was done to ensure that the child

ended on a success and was reinforced for conect lesponding. The training data sheet is shown

in Appendix K. Appendix L shows the Procedural lntegrity/Reliability data sheet.

Au diÍ ot1,-v is u a I d i s ct'inti n ati ot t t rai r itt g

The auditory-visual discrirnination procedure consisted of: (a) differential outcornes, (b)

prornpt delay, and (c) error conection.

Dtfferential outcontes.Both children had demonstrated the ability to go to some named

prefened items to do an activity (e.g., when told "Let's go swing" the child would go to the

swing). To capitalize on this skill, prefened iterns were cirosen and placed at a distance from the

clrild. The child sat on a chair, and two chairs or tables were placed across from the child. A

comparison was placed on each chair/table. Tire SD given to the child was the name of an item

(e.g., "balloorl"), uporl the delivery of the SD the chiid was required to point to the named item. A

response was considered correct if the child pointed to the conect comparison. A lesponse was
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considered incomect if the child pointed to the inconect comparison. The left-right position of

the conparisons and the SDs were randomiy rotated across trials. Table 5 shows the differential

outcomes tasks for each cirild.

Prontpt clelal,. The auditory-visual discrimination plocedure was based on the prompting

and leinforcement strategies most comrnonly used by the tutors and senior tutors in the ABACA

program along with a differential-outcomes procedure. Currently in the ABACA program a

prompt delay procedure is irnplemented in four steps where prompts occur after 0 s, 2 s, 4 s, then

not at all. Prompts are deiivered according to the graduated guidance prompt system. In the

ABACA program, the criterion to advance a step or move back a step depends upon the child

and the program. In this study the child moved up a step if he made 415 or 5/5 prompted and/or

correct responses. The child remained on a step if he made 3/5 prompted and/or correct

responses. The chiid moved down a step if he made ll5 or 2/5 prompted and/or corect

responses. If tile child responded conectly he was given access to the itern which he pointed to

and was praised. If the child responded conectly after an error-correction procedure, only praise

was given.

En'or correclion. The enor-comection procedure involved a 2 s time-out, re-presenting

the SD, a prompt for the correct response, and an opporlunity for the child to respond

independently.

Masterlt Criterion for Training Tas lrs.

Mastery for the training tasks was eight consecutive conect responses (not including

those in the error conection procedure) over two consecutive sessions. Howevel on tire second

session, mastery needed to occul'in the filst eight trials.
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Table 5

Dffirential outcontes tasks for ectch cltilcl

LOGAN ERIC

Tomato versus Swirig Buzz versus Tigger'

Music versus Potato Bob versus Sluek

Juice versus Chips Lar-y versus Blue

Trampoline versus Orange Balloon versus Bug's Life
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Reliability

Inter-Obs erver ReliabiliQ (lOR).

The IOR was calculated as described for Study 1. For Logan, IORs were taken for i 00%

of ple-assessrnents, 620/o for tomato versus swing sessions, 62o/o fot chips versus juice sessions,

5Io/o for trampoline versus orange sessions, 100% for follow-up, and 83o/o for post-assessments.

IOR scores averaged 98o/o for trampoline versus orallge and 100% for the rest.

For Eric, an observer sat in the room for 78o/o of pre-assessments, 100% of Bob versus

Slrrek sessions, 42o/o of Lany versus Blue sessions, 600/o of balloon versus Bug's Life sessions,

and 100% of the post-assessment and follow-up sessions, and they each averaged 100%.

Procedural Integrity (PI).

The same observer conducting tlie IOR simultaneously conducted tire Procedural

Integrity (PI) assessment. The obseryer checked off on a list tire steps that were to be followed by

the experimenter. An agreement was scored if the observer recorded that the experimenter

followed a step. A disagreement was scored if tire observer recorded that the experimenter did

not follow the procedure corectly. The PI score was calculated the same way as the IOR score.

For Logan, PI was taken for 100% of pre-assessments, 54o/o for tomato versus swing

sessions, 62o/o for chips versus juice sessions, 5Io/o lor trampoiine versus orange sessions, 100%

for follow-up and 88% for post-assessments, and they each averaged 100%.

For Eric, PI was taken for 7 8o/o of pre-assesslrents, 100% of the Bob versus Shrek

sessions, 37o/o of theLany versus Blue sessions, 600/o of the balloon versus Bug's Life sessions,

and 99o/o of the post-assessment and foliou,-up sessions, and they each averaged i 00%.
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Procedural Reliabilitl) eÐ.

An agreement was scored if both recorders recorded that the experimenter followed tire

procedure conectly. A disagreement was scored if the experimenter and observer did not aglee

on whether tire experirnentel followed the procedure correctly.

For Logan the PR was taken for 89o/o of ple-assessments, 54%o of tomato versus swing

sessions, 62o/o for chips versus juice sessions, 57o/o of trampoline versus orange sessions, and

I00o/o for the follow-up and post-assessment sessions. The PR averaged 99o/o for tomato versus

swing, and 99o/o for trampoline versus orange, and 100% for the rest.

For Eric, the PR was taken for 78o/o of pre-assessments, I00% of the Bob versus Shrek

sessions,3TYoof theLany versusBluesessions,600/ooftheballoonversusBugLifesessions,

and 100% of the post-assessment and follow-up sessions. The ple-assessments averagedggo/o

and tlre rest averaged l00Yo.

Results

Logan leamed one auditory-visual discrimination task with the training procedure and

leamed one task in the assessment phase. Logan was unable to leam two other discrimination

tasks. Figure 7 shows Logan's perfonnance across sessions on each task. Table 6 sumnarizes the

number of trials and sessions completed for each task as well as the follow-up lesults. On post-

assessments Logan failed ABLA Levels 4 and 6 and passed ABLA Level 3. It should be noted

that Logan apploached mastery of ABLA Level 4 (r.e.,6 consecutive correct responses), and he

engaged in several challenging behaviours (e.g., swiping materials fi'om the table, displaying a

stimulus preference, r'esponding prior to scanning or iooking) that may have affected his

perfomrance. A 1-week, 2-week, and S-week follow-up were administered for the task swing

versus tomato. Logan failed the 1-week and 5-week foliow-up and passed the 2-weel< follow-up.
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Figure 7. Logan's perfomance on the auditory-visual discrimination training described in study

3. Logan was able to leam the task swing versus tomato, and was unable to leam the other two

tasks.
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Table 6

Sunmnrl, of the attditor'1,-l,isual result and follow-tqt resuhs for Logan.for" each task in Snt$t j

Tasl<

Swing and
Tomato

Music and

Potato

Chips and
.Tuice

Tratnpoline
and Orange

Number of
sessions

16

None

25

35

Number
of trials

Training

308

None

500

700

Child passed task and failecl ABLA Level 6 Fail

Baseline mastery

Results

Training stopped- tested ABLA Level 6

failed

Task never mastered. Post assessments
were done and he r.vas able to pass ABLA
Level 3 and failed Levels 4 and 6

A Comparison

1 weel<

Follow-Up

2 weeks

Pass

5 weeks

Fail
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Eric leamed 3 auditory-visual discrimination tasks in 22 (Bob versus Sirrek), 295 (Lany versus

Blue), and 138 (Balloon versus Bug's Life) trials (see Figure 8). He was able to learn one task

(Buzz and Tigger) during the assessment period. Table 7 summarizes the number of trials and

sessions cornpleted for eacir task and follow-up results. It should be noted that although several

trials were done prior to mastery on the last two tasks, Eric would fi'equently get 8 consecutive

correct responses in a session, however would often make orìe or more errors in the second

session. Fuúher, although his parents identified the first two sets of stimuli as preferred iterns,

observations indicated that they were less preferred than his parents had thought. For instance,

wiren Eric was given a toy, l're would often liold it, and then place it back on the table. Using

highly preferred items was not possible because they were being used in one of Eric's ABA

programs. At follow-up, Eric passed the Bob versus Shrek task at 2-weeks and 5-weeks, and

failed the task at the 1-week follow-up. For the Larry versus Blue task Eric passed the task at 1-

week and 3-weeks (a 3-week follow-up needed to be done instead of 2-weeks because the

expelimenter was out-of-town), and failed the task at the 5-week follow-up. For the Balloon

versus Bug's Life task, Eric passed the 2-week follow-up but failed the 1-week (did make 7

consecutive correct responses), and 5-week follow-ups. For the post-assessments Eric passed

ABLA Level 6, and passed at the i-week and 4% -week follow-up.

Discussion

The differential-outcomes procedure in cornbination with an error correction and prompt

deiay procedure was effective in teaching auditory-visual discriminations to both children. Eric

leamed 3 auditory-visual discrimination tasks using this procedure. His ABA team had reporled

that several attempts had been made to teach him auditory-visual discriminations but they had all

failed. The above procedure was the most effective procedure to date that had been tried with
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Balloon and Bug's life

28 3'1 34

l
l

i

Figure B. Eric's perfotmance on the auditory-visual discrimination training. Eric was able

leam all the ttn'ee training tasks. Note that some sessions have more or less than 20 trials



Table 7

Sununttry oJ-the training s and follow-up results for Eric for each task in Studlt 3

Task

Btzz and Tigger

Bob and Shrek
Differential-

outcomes
Procedure

Larry and Bh-re

(Clues)

Number of
sessions

Noue

2 sessions

Number of trials

Training

Balloon and
Bug's Life

ABLA Level 6

None

22 trials

1 9 sessions

Results

Baseline rnastery

Child passed task
and failed ABLA
Level 6

Child passed task
and failed ABLA
Level 6

Child passed task
and passed ABLA
Level 6

295 trials

10 138

I week

A Comparison

Failed
* lots of problern
behavioul during
this session

Pass

Follow-Up

2 weeks

61

Pass Pass

5 weeks

Fail (did get 7
consecutive
conect responses)

Pass

Pass (3 week
follow-up
done)

Pass

Fail
lots of problem
behaviours and
not looking

Fail

Not done Pass (4 % weeks)
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him. Furlher after leaming 3 discrirnination tasks involving reinforcers, he was able to generalize

and pass ABLA Level 6. Logan on the other hand leamed one auditory-visuai discrimination

using reinforcing items. The task "swing versus tomato" had very different outcomes (i.e., eating

versus a physical activity), it is for this reason that when the taslc 'Juice versus chip" was

unsuccessful, training on this task was tenlinated and the task "trarnpoline and orange" was

introduced. Despite several triais Logan was unable to learn the last task.

Possible reasons why the training procedure was more effective with Eric than with

Logan may be a result of parlicipant characteristics. For instance: (a) Eric's visual

discriminations were mole advanced than Logan's (e.g., Eric could match 2-dimensional items,

sort, do various puzzles and had mastered these skills within his first year of his ABA program

yet Logan was currently learning only some of these skills); (b) Eric was able to follow more

instructions than Logan; and (c) Eric was able to communicate using pictures, a talking device,

American Sign Language, gestures, shaking his head "no" or nodding his head "yes", whereas

Logan was just beginning to leam to communicate with miniature objects and pointing.

l'{o other study reviewed has used natural consequences (i.e., the task materials) as the

reinforcer when using the differential outcomes procedure (for a leview see Goeters & Blakely,

1992). Both chiidren in this study had very different characteristics and skills and both children

were able to leam at least one auditory-visual discrimination using this procedure. Future

research should examine the use of the training procedure with children with cornmon as well as

different charactetistics to detennine whether some prerequisite skills may aid in the acquisition

of auditory-visual discriminations using this procedure. Future research should aiso investigate

using natural consequences as the leinforcer when teaching other types of discrirninations (e.g.,

visuai). It would also be important to determine whethel consequences with very different
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functions (e.9., eat versus doing a physical activity) produces faster acquisition rates than

consequences that have similar functions (e.g., eat versus drink)
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SLII\4MARY

Several studies have demotrstrated that valious procedures ale effective in teaching visual

and auditory-visual discriminations. Fol instance, some procedures have found that a prompt

delay (e.g., Kelly et a1., 1998; Touchette & Howard, 1984) method is effective, whereas others

lrave found that a differential-outcomes procedure is effective (e.g., Estev ez et aL.,2003; Maki et

a1., 1995). Other procedures have also been used and been found to be effective. For instance

sonìe researchels (e.g, Conyers et al., 2000; Hazen et a1., 1986; Yu & Mafiin, 1986) found that a

training package composed of several components, is more effective than reinforcement and

standard prornpting procedures. Within-stimulus prompt fading has also been shown to be more

effective than extra-stimulus prompt fading (Schreibman, I97 5).

In study 1, two pt'ocedures were compared to teach visual-visual identity match-to-

sarnple tasks. One participant, Logan leamed the task in just over 100 trials using a prompt delay

and an error correction method (referred to in this study as MCTPl), and did not leam the task

using a package consisting of within-stimulus prompt fading and a discovery reinforcer (referred

to in this study as MCTP2). Although rapid leaming took place with the MCTPl procedur-e it

was noted that Logan had received 2 years of an intensive ABA progïam which primarily uses

this procedure as the method of teaching. Fufther, the response topographies required in each

procedure differed (i.e., placing a sarnple on top of an item versus iifting up a comparison).

Logan had a strong reinforcement history of placing the sampie on the comparison when

matching and no reinforcement history of lifting up a comparison in a matching task. Upon

mastely of the training using MCTP1, Logan was also able to pass all tire next tasks in Baseline

but was unable to pass ABLA Level 4. Tire second child in this study, Dylan, despite many trials

with both ptocedules, was unabie to leam either procedure. Dyian was not in an intensive ABA
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program and had no reinforcement history of performing this task or responding in the ways

required. Many variables may have affected Dylan's perfonnance, for instance access to

reinforcers outside of the study, several cancellations which prevented consistency and repetition

which is impottant in leaming, and changes in his sieeping sciredule. No study to date has

compared the two plocedures used in this study. Future research should continue to compare the

procedures with children who have no history of leaming using either procedure to avoid

confounding the r esults.

In the second study, one child, Logan, was taught a quasi-identity match-to-sampie task.

This was attempted because Logan was able to perform several identity match-to-sample tasks

but was unable to pass ABLA Level 4, a quasi-identity match-to-sample task. Observations

indicated that Logan frequently would not scan or look at the comparisons prior to making a

response. Researchers (Kelly et.al., 1998) suggest that scanning is an important pre-requisite in

leaming any type of discrimination. A procedure to promote scanning was irnplemented which

consisted of having the comparisons in various locations on the table and gradually increasing

the uumber and size of inconect comparisons. Components of this procedure were then

incorporated into the training procedure. The mastery criterion (i0 consecutive conect

responses) was instituted as this would ensure that each sample was shown at least twice, and

Logan would be required to demonstrate mastery on each sample prior to being able to move to

the next step. It was found that l-re spent most of the sessions on easier steps. Upon changing the

mastery critedon, Logan was able to leam the training task within 4 sessions. Fufiher Logan was

abie to generalize his match-to-sample ability to ABLA Level 4. Futule research should examine

the use of this criterion in combination or in compalison to using the procedure to promote
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scanning. Further this procedure should also be used to teach other types of discriminations (e.g.,

auditory, identity rnatching).

The third study investigated a differential-outcomes plocedure in combination with a

prompt delay and eüor correction procedure to teach auditory-visual discriminations. The

procedure was extremely effective for one child, Edc, and irad some success with the other child,

Logan. Eric was able to quickly leam auditory-visual discriminations, and after learning 3

discrimination tasks, he was able to then generalize his match-to-sample ability to pass ABLA

Level 6. Logan was able to leam one auditory-visual discrimination task and was unable to pass

ABLA Levei 4 or 6 during post-assessments. It was noted earlier that Logan was displaying

several behaviours that rnay have influenced his performance during post-assessments (e.g.,

swiping task materials, throwing tasks materials, bolting from the table, not scanning or looking).

Also as previously noted Logan approached the passing criteria for ABLA Level 4, making 6

consecutive con'ect responses. No other study reviewed investigated using natural consequences

in the differentiai-outcomes procedure. Future research should continue to investigate the use of

this type of procedural components for teaching auditory-visual discriminations as well as other

discriminations (e.g., visual).

In summary, the preseut study investigated several different procedures, to teach visual-

visual identity matching, visual-visual quasi-identity matching, and auditory-visual

discriminations to children with autism. Some procedures were effective for some children and

not effective for other children. The rnost effective piocedure was differential-outcomes, prompt

delay and eror conection for teaching auditory-visual discriminations.
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Appendix A

Data Sheet for ABLA Level 1

Student Tester Obseruer Date

Instructions: If response is correct, circle trial number. If response is incorrect, place X on h'ial number. Continue
to place Xs fol incorlect responses on the lines beìow until the student corrects the error. Upon correction, place a

check mark on the next line below, and theu move on to the next trial.

Level 1 (Imitation) Ask, "Where does it go?"
Passing criterion includes 8 con'ect trials in a row as follows:
- 4 trials with foam + box
- 4 trials with foam + can

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

.-

15 16 t] 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40

8 right in a rolv (counting circled numbers, not counting checks dr"rring error correction)
That's a PASS. Go to the next level.

8 lvrong altogether (counting X's on numbers and X's on lines)
FAiL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.
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Data Sheet for ABLA Level 2

Student Tester Observer Date

Instructions: If response is conect, circle trial number. If response is incorrect, place X on lriai number. Continue

to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the sludent corrects the er-ror. Upon con'ection, place a

check mark on the next iine below, and then move on to the next trial.

Level 2 (Position) Can and Box remain stable.

Ask, "Where does it go?"
Correct container is yellow can.

1 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 \t 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28

29 30 3i 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

8 right in a rorv (countin-q cilcled numbers, not countilg checks during ert'or correction)
That's a PASS. Go to the next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on nutlbers and X's on lines)
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.
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Data Sheet fbr ABLA Level 3

Student Tester Obser-ver Date

Instructions: If lesponse is correct, circle h'ial number'. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number. Continue
to place Xs for incon'ect responses on the lines below until the student coûects the error. Upon couection, place a
check nrark on the next line below. and then move on to the next frial.

Level3 (Visual) 'L' and 'R' indicate correct placement of can

Ask, "Where does it go?"
Correct response is fbam in can

LRLLRLRRRLLRLR
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t2 13 14

LLRLRRLRRRLRLL
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28

8 right in a ron' (counting circled numbers, rlot counting checks during etror conection)
That's a PASS. Go to the next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers and X's on lines)
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

LRRLRLLRLRRL
29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40
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Data Sheet for ABLA Level 4

Studenl Tester Obser"ver Date

lnstructio¡rs: If response is correct, circle trial number. If response is inconect, place X ontrial nunber. Continue
to pìace Xs for incorlect lesponses on the iines below until the sftrdent corrects the enor. Upon con'ection, place a
check mark on the next line below, and then move on to tire next trial.

'L' and 'R' indicate conect placement of can
'b' indicates to present little red box.
'c' indicates to present smali cylinder.
Ask, "Where does it go?"

Level4 (Match-to-
Sample)

LL
cb
15 16

LR
bc
29 30

LLRR
bccb
11 t2 13 14

----

RLRL
cbbc
25 26 21 28

RL
bc
39 40

RLRRL
bbcbc
34567

RLRLR
bbccb
17 18 19 20 21

_ 

----
LRLLR
cbbcc
31 32 33 34 35

-----

RL

1')

LRR
bbc
8 9 10

RLL
cbc
22 23 24

RRL
bcb
36 37 38

8 right in a rorv (counting cil'cled numbers, not counting checks during error correction)
That's a PASS. Go to the next level.

8 wrong altogether (counting X's on numbers and X's on lines)
FAIL!!I STOP THE WHOLE TEST
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Data Sheet for ABLA Level 6

Student Tester Observer Date

Instructions: If response is correct, circie trial number. If response is inconect, place X on trial number. Continue
to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until tire student corrects the error. Upon correction, place a

check mark on the next line below, and then ûtove on to the next trial.

'L' and 'R' indicate coüect placement of can
Say, "Red Box" (RB) or "Yellolv Can" (YC)

Level 6 (Auditor¡'
Visual)

LR
RB RB
13 t4

LR
RB YC
21 28

LRR
YC RB YC
10 11 12

RRL
RB YC YC
24 25 26

RLR
YC RB RB
38 39 40

RL
RB RB
18

LR
YC RB
21 22

LR
RB YC
35 36

L
YC
5

L
RB
19

L
YC
33

L
RB
4

RL
RB YC
23

RL
RB RB
16 17

LR
YC YC
30 31

R
YC
1

L
YC
i5

R
RB
29

L
YC
18

L
RB
32

R
YC
6

R
YC
20

R
RB
34

R
YC
9

L
RB
¿J

L
YC
31

8 right in a rolv (counting circled nunrbers, not counting checks during errol conection)
That's a PASS. Go to the next level.
8 lvrong altogether (counting X's on numbers and X's on lines)
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TESTS.



Date

Tester

lf completed correctly place a

Demo
Set up

Demonstration

Guided trial

Demonstration

lndependent respon

Praise

Demonstrate

"Where does it go?"

lndependent respon

Praise and provide
reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

Demonstration

lndependent res

Praise

lf completed incorrectly place an X

Trial Trial Trial Trial

Reinforcer not given

Demonstrate

Appendix B

"Where does it go?"

lndependent res

Praise and provide
reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

Demonstration

lndependent respons

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Participant

Observer

dural

Trial Trial
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Trial

Trial Trial



Date

Tester

lf completed correctly place a

Demo
Set up

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent res

Set up

"Where does it go?"

lndependent respons

Praise and provide
reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent

Praise

ABLA Level 2 - Procedural lnteqritv/Reliabilitv

Reinforcer not given

Set up

"Where does it go?"

lndependent respons

Praise and provide
reinforcer

Errors

Trial

lf completed incorrectly place an X

Trial Trial Trial Trial

Trial

Pariicipant

Observer

Demonstration

Guided trial

Independent respon

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Trial

Trial

Trial
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Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial



Date

Tester

lf completed correctly place a

Set up

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Set up

Task items in correct position
"Where does it go?"

lndependent response

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Set up

Task items in correct position

"Where does it go?"

lndependent response

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

.i

ABLA Level 3 Proced ural lnteqritv/Reliabilitv
Participant

Observer

Demo

lf completed irrcorrectly place an X

Trial Trial Trial 'Trial Tr

Trial Trial Trial Trial

A Cornparison

Trial Trial Trial

Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial



Date

Tester

lf completed correctly place a

Set up

Present sample item

Demonstration

Guided trial

Independent response

Praise

Set up

Present sample iiem

Task items in correct position

"Where does it go?"

lndependent response

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Set up

Present sample item

Task items in correct position

"Where does it go?"

lndependent response

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

ABLA Level 4 Procedural lnteqritv/Reliabilitv

Demo Demo Trial

lf completed incorrectly place an X

Participant

Observer

Trial

A Compalison

Trial Trial Trial

89

Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial



Date

Tester

lf completed correctly place a {
Demo

Set up

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Set up

Containers in correct position

Correct Verbal Prompt

lndependent response

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Set up

Containers in correct positio

Correct Verbal Prompt

lndependent response

Trial
lf completed incorrectly place an X

Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial

Praise and provide reinforcer

Errors

Demonstration

Guided trial

lndependent response

Praise

Reinforcer not given

Participant

Observer

Trial Trial

Trial

Trial
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Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial

Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial Trial
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Appendix C

Data Sheets for two-choice pre-assessment TASK 2

Subject Tester Observer Ðate

Instructions : lf response is correct, circle trial nuurber. If response is incorrect, place X on trial uullber
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines belolv until the student corrects the error. Upon
correctiou, place a checkrnark on the next line below, and then rtove ou to the next trial.

Task 2 star and battery 'L' and 'R' indicate correct placemeut of the star
'b' indicates to present battery.
's indicates to present star.
Ask, f'1ry¡.re does it go? Match"

RLRLRRLLRRLLRR
ssbbsbsbbsbssb
| 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 lt 12 13 14

LLRLRLRRLLRLRL
bsbbssbsbssbbs
15 16 11 18 t9 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

LRLRLLRRRLRL
sbsbbssbsbbs

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40

8 right in a row (contiuue rturrbers, not couuting checks dr-rring error correction)
That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (coLrnting X's on lr-nnbers and X's on lines)
FAIL!!! STOP TI_IE WHOLE TEST.
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Appendix D

Data Sheets for three-choice pre-assessment Novel 3 choice

Subject Tester Observer Date

Instructions : If response is correct, circle trial uulnber. If response is incorrect, place X on trial number.
Continue to place Xs for incorrect responses on the lines below until the student corrects the error. Upon
correctiou, place a checkmark on the next Iine below. aud then lnove ol.t to tlre next trial.

BMA BAM ABM
123

_--

Novel3 choice bottle, mitten, 'b' indicates the bottle
aPPle 'm' indicates the mitten .

'a indicates the apple.
The bolded letter indicates the sample for that trial.
Ask, "Where does it go? Match,'

AMB MAB MBA BAM BMA ABM AMB
4 5 6 1 B 9 10

--_----

ABM AMB MBA MBA BMA BAM ABM AMB MAB MBA
is 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

-----

---_----
MAB BAM MAB BMA
29 30 3t 32

_---

8 right in a row (contittue ItLIurbers, not colrnting checl<s during error correction)
That's a PASS. Go to next level.

8 wrong altogether (cor,rnting X's ou numbers aucl X,s on lines)
FAIL!!! STOP THE WHOLE TEST.

MAB BAM MAB BMA
1r t2 13 t4

----

BAM BMA ABM AMB
2s 26 21 28

_-__
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Participanl
Date

Appendix E

DATA SHEETS FOR MULTIPLE COMPONENT TRAINTNG PACKAGE I - STUDY I

Location
5i5 move up
4/5 move up
3/5 stay
215 stay
l/5 move down

I: INDEPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E=ERROR

Reinforcer
ObserverExperimenter

Stimulus A Stimulus B

TRiAL l 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0 tl l2 t3 t4 l5 t6 l1 r8 19 20
STIMULUS A A B A B D A B B A B B A B A B A A B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP
RESPONSE

Participant
Date

Location

5/5 move up
4/5 move up
3/5 stay
215 stay
1/5 move down

Experimenter
Stimulus A

Reinforcer
Observer
Stimulus B

I: INDEPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E=ERROR

TRIAL t 2 .J 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 t1 l2 13 t4 t5 l6 t7 18 t9 20
STìMULUS B A B B B B A B B A B A B A A B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP
RESPONSE
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Appendix F

PI/PR SHEETS FOR MULTIPLE COMPONENT TRAINING PACKAGE 1 - STUDY 1

Participant
Location

Date
Experimenter
ReinforcersObser-ver

Task

2 J 4 5 6 1 ò 9 10 ll 12 l3 14 1<
LJ lo 11 18 19 20

Presented
conect blue
boardibox
Comparison are

in tire correct
left-right
oosition
Correct Sample
is siven

Prompt given
according to
prompt delay
step

IF
CORRECT
Praise and
edible reinfolcer
is clelivered
Go to next h'ial

IF
INCORRECT

Say "Where
does it go,
Match"

Say "Whele
does it go
Match"
If correct praise

If incorrect * go

to next trial do
not give rf or

âtse
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Appendix G

DATA SHEETS FOR MULTIPLE COMPONENT TRAINING PACKAGE 2 _ STUDY I

Participant
Date

Location

Experimenter
Stimulus A

Reinfol'cer
Obsen¿er
Stimulus B

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

TRIAL I 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t2 13 l4 15 16 l7 t8 19 20
STIMULUS A A B A B B A B B A B B A B A B ^ B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP

Participant
Date

Location
Reinforcer'
Observer'Experimenter'

Stimulus A Stimulus B

TRIAL 1 2 .J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t2 t3 t4 15 16 t7 18 19 20
STIMULUS A A B B B B B ^ B B B A B A A B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

Palticipant
Date

Location
Reinforcer
ObserverExperimenter

Stimulus A Stimulus B

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

TRIAL 1 2 .J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 l2 13 14 15 r6 t7 l8 t9 20
STIMULUS A A B A B B A B B A B B A B ^ A B A B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP

Participant
Date

Location

Experimenter
Stimulus A

Reinforcer
Observer
Stimulus B

TRIAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0 l1 l2 13 14 15 ló t7 18 t9 20
STIMULUS A A B A B B A B B B B A B A B A A B
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT
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Appendix H

Participant
Location

Date

Observer
Task

Experimenter
Reinforcers

IF
CORRECT
Praise

Go to next h'ial

IF
INCORRECT
Go to next h'ial

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll T2 IJ t4 1<IJ t6 L7 l8 t9 20
Presented
correct red
board/box
Comparison are
in the conect
left-right
position
Colrect Sample
is shown
S": Where does
it go, Match
Edible placed
under the con'ect
object
Con'ect size of S

- is used
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Appendix I

TO MOVE UP A STEP: IO CONCSCUTIVE CORRECT

Participant
Date 

-_--
Experimenter

Location
Reinforcer
Observer

Step 1 : all comp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4=Sample#4

TRIAL 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 It l2 l3 14 t5 16 t7 18 T9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

-Participanl
Date

Location

Step t : all comp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4:Sample#4

Step I : all comp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4:Sarnple#4

Step I : all comp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step+:Sarnple#4

Reinforcer
ObserverExperirnenter'

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

Participant
Date Reinforcer

Observer

Location

Location

Experimenter'

-CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

Participanl
Date
Experimenter

Reinforcer
Observer

TRIAL I 2 J 4 5 6 7 I 9 t0 11 l2 13 t4 t5 l6 17 18 l9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP

TRIAL I 2 J 4 6 7 8 9 10 il t2 I3 t4 15 t6 t7 t8 l9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP

TRIAL I 2 3 4 I 6 7 8 9 l0 II t2 r3 l4 l5 t6 l7 l8 t9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F D B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X oN TRIAL IF INCORRECT

sr = STAR F: FLOAT sp = spooN- B=BATTERy
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Date
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TO MOVE UP A STEP: IO CONCSCUTIVE CORRECT

Reinforcer
Observer

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

Experimenter

DATA SHEETS FOR TRAINING PROCEDURE (STUDY 2)

Step 1 : all cornp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4:Sample#4

TRIAL I ) 3 4 f, 6 7 8 9 l0 il l2 l3 l4 15 16 17 18 r9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F

STEP
TRIAI- z1 22 t1 24 25 26 11 28 ?o 30
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F

STEP

Participant
Date

Location

Experirrrenter
Reinforcer'
Observer

CIRCLE TRIAL IF CORRECT; MARK X ON TRIAL IF INCORRECT

Step 1 : all cornp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4:Sample#4

TRIAL 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 II t2 l3 t4 l5 16 l7 18 19 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST E ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP
TRIAL 21 22 )a 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F
STEP

Participant
Date

Location

Step I : all comp big
Step2:Sample#2
Step3:Sample#3
Step4:Sarnple#4

Experirnenter
Reinforcer
Observer

TRIAL I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO lt t2 t3 l4 l5 t6 l7 18 I9 20
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F ST F SP B ST SP SP B B F
STEP
TRIAL 21 )', 23 24 25 26 27 28 to 30
STIMULUS ST F SP F B B ST SP ST F
STEP

ST : Star ; F - Ftroat; B - Battery; S - Spoon
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Appendix J

PI/PR DATA SHEETS F'OR PROCEDURE TO SCAN AND LOOK PRIO TO TRAINING _
STUDY 2

Participant
Location Experimenter

ReinforcersObserver
Task

IF
CORRECT
Plaise and give
edible
Go to next tlial

IF
INCORRECT
Go to next trial

Date

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 ò 9 l0 11 T2 13 T4 15 16 T1 r8 19 20
Corect number'
of compalisons
Conrparison in
random order
Con'ect sample
used (and size)
S" "Where does
it eo Match"
Con'ect size of S

- is used
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Participant
Location

Date

Observer
Task

Experimenter
Reinforcers

2 3 4 5 6 l oo 9 t0 1l t2 IJ T4 15 l6 I7 l8 r9 ¿u
Correct number
of comparisons
Comparisou in
random order
Correct sample
used (and size)
S" "Where does
it so Match"

IF
CORRECT
Praise and give
edible
Go to next trial

IF
INCORRECT
Go to next frial

21 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Correct numbe¡
of comparisons
Comparison in
random order
Conect sample
used (and size)
S" "Where does
it so Match"

IF
CORRECT
Praise and give
edible
Go to next t¡ial

iF
iNCORRECT
Go to next lrial
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Appendix K

DATA SHEETS FOR STUDY 3
Parlicipant Location
Date
Experirnenter
Stimulus A

Observer
Stimulus B

5/5 move up

4/5 move up

3/5 stay
2/5 move dorvn
l/5 move down

TRIAL I ) 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 IO tl t2 I3 t4 l5 l6 l7 18 l9 20
STIMULUS A A B B B. A B B A B B A B A A B A A B
POSITION L R R L L ñ

l\ L L R R L R R L L R L L R R

STEP
RESPONSE

I : INDEPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E:ERROR

Participant
Date
Experimenter
Stimulus A Sti¡nulus B

I: INDEPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E=ERROR

Location

Observer

5/5 nrove up

4/5 move up

3/5 stay
2/5 move down
l/5 move dorvn

TRIAL 1
-1 4 6 7 8 9 l0 il t2 13 l4 l5 16 t7 l8 19 20

STIMULUS A A B A f) B A B B A B B A B A A B A A B
POSITION R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L
STEP
RESPONSE

Participant
Date

Location

Observer

5/5 move u¡r

4/5 nrove up

3/5 stay
2/5 move down
l/5 move dow¡r

Experimenter
Stimulus A Stimulus B

I: INDEPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E:ERROR

TRIAL .t ,,
4 5 6 7 I 9 l0 il tz l3 l4 l5 t6 l7 r8 t9 20

STIMULUS B A B B A A B A B A B A A B B B A B A
POSITION R L L R R L R R L L R L I R R L R R L L
STEP
RESPONSE

Participant
Date

Location

Observer

5/5 rnove up

4/5 move up

3/5 stay
2/5 move dorv¡r
l/5 rnove down

Expelirnenter
Stimulus A Stirnulus B

TRIAL 1 ) 4 5 6 ,7
8 9 l0 II 72 13 t4 l5 t6 17 l8 l9 20

STIMULUS B A B B A A A B A B A B /1 A B B B A B A
POSITION L R R L L R L L R R L R R L L R L L R R
STEP
RESPONSE

I: INDBPEDENT FP: FULL PROMPT PP: PARTIAL PROMPT E=ERROR
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Appendix L

PI/PR SHEETS FOR STUDY 3

Parlicipant
Location

Date

Observer
Task

Experimenter
Reinforcers

2 3 4 5 6 1 ò 9 10 11 t2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Comparison are
in the correct
left-right
position

S": (name of
item)
Plompt given
according to
prompt delay

IF
CORRECT
Praise access to
selected item
Go to next trial

IF
INCORRECT
Attempt to
Biock response

SD: "name the
item"
Prompt the
response

S""(name itemì"
If correct praise
go to next trial
If incorrect - go
to next trial do
not give rf or
praise


